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Group Projects

One of the main goals of this course is to introduce the student to as many different counting techniques as possible in
a short period of time. Thus far, we have encountered the fundamental techniques of adding, subtracting, multiplying,
and dividing, as well as advanced techniques such as inclusion-exclusion, rook polynomials, recurrence relations, and
generating functions.

While we will continue to use these techniques to answer questions about permutations, combinations, set partitions, and
integer partitions, we want introduce the student to more of the advanced methods of combinatorics. The goal of the
group project is to do just that. Members of the class will break up into groups of 3 or 4 students and select a different
topic from the list below. Alternate topics will be approved on a case by case basis.

During the last week of classes, each group will present their topic to the rest of the class during a 40-50 minute
presentation (roughly 10-15 minutes per person). Each group should introduce the topic (relating it to previously covered
topics whenever possible), clearly define new terminology and notation, state and prove the main results, and apply it to
a variety of problems. Each group should prepare a set of slides to present and distribute to their classmates.

List of Topics:

1. The Exponential Formula

Introduce the combinatorial structure of cards, hands, decks, and exponential families. Explain how this is a natural
setting for a variety of different combinatorial objects. State, prove, and apply the exponential formula to Stirling
numbers, ordered lists, permutations, graphs, trees, etc.

References: Chapter 3 of generatingfunctionology

2. The Transfer-Matrix Method

Introduce the class to the transfer-matrix method, which is used to construct the generating function for weighted
walks on directed graphs. Prove the relevant theorems involved and discuss applications to the enumeration of
sequences and permutations.

References: Chapter 4.7 of Enumerative Combinatorics

3. The WZ Method

Discuss the WZ method, which is an algorithm that can be implemented on a computer to prove and discover
hypergeometric (e.g., binomial) identities. Introduce the basic notation and terminology of hypergeometric series,
state the WZ method, and apply it to a variety of binomial identities. Make sure to discuss how the WZ method
produces new identities in the event that it produces a proof of a known identity. If possible, consider presenting a
demonstration of a computer implementation of the WZ method.

References: Chapter 7 of A=B, Chapter 4.4 of generatingfunctionology

4. Burnside’s Theorem and Pólya Enumeration

Pólya enumeration is the study of counting combinatorial objects that are different up to the action of a group
(e.g., rigid motions). Define the notion of a group of permutations acting on a coloring. State and present several
applications of Burnside’s theorem. Define the cycle index polynomial of a group of permutations. State and present
several applications of Pólya’s theorem.

Much of the material in this chapter is dependent on the formal definition of a group. You may assume for the
purposes of your presentation that the audience is familiar with the basic definitions from the theory of groups.

References: Chapter 14 of Introductory Combinatorics

5. Permutation Statistics

Introduce the descent, excedance, major index, and inversion statistics associated with permutations of sets and/or
multisets. Discuss the generating functions associated with each statistic and the connections between them. Also
discuss q-analogs of catalan and derangement numbers in the context of these statistics.

References: Chapters 1.3 and 2.2 of Enumerative Combinatorics. Additional notes available, if needed.


